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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reviewer’s comment</th>
<th>Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her feedback here)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compulsory REVISION comments</strong></td>
<td>Author(s) should write briefly the random sampling procurer, with p, q and N and Z value. Logistic regression model is not clearly visible, author should write it in Microsoft Word. If any cell, there is less than 5 responses than Chi square test is not applicable. The author still use Chi Square test in many variables including “have you any children?” “Electronic Devices”, “Outcome pregnancy from the very first” Age at first marriage. Here, author(s) can run Fisher’s exact test. There is serious concern about logistic regression model. Author adds all variables in this model that are already show insignificant at Bi-variate Analysis. Author must do this regression those variables show only significant at Bivariate analysis. Author should also provide model fit summary.</td>
</tr>
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